WHAT’S NEW IN NAV-TO-NET 7?

- Compatibility with Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2013
- CFMD NAV 2013
- Integration with New 2013 Application Server
- Enhanced Support for Web Services
- Single Sign-On (SSO) Integration
- Enhanced Search Functionality
- Dramatically More Robust Architecture
- Extensive Performance Improvements

KEY FEATURES CHECKLIST

COMPLETE WEB STORE FRONT SOLUTION
- Built exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Based on Microsoft server components, OS, and .NET
- Nav-to-Net™ effectively and safely brings your data and business logic online

PRODUCT CATEGORY NAVIGATION
- Virtually unlimited number of product categories are supported
- Items can be displayed in multiple categories

EXTENSIVE DOCUMENT/CONTENT MANAGEMENT
- Comprehensive document management is used in Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV to manage text, images, files, and specifications for any object type, such as items, categories, and customers
- Document management utilizes the DVP HTML Multi-Line Text Box (MLTB) to enable extensive multi-language content throughout the site
- MLTB can save content as a draft for preview and publish it whenever you are ready
- Manage multi-lingual website text labels (language tags) in Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV

REAL-TIME AUTOMATIC ITEM AND CATEGORY SYNCHRONIZATION
- Items marked as “Web Enabled” will synchronize to the website in real time
- Web categories, item categorization, images, and files are managed in Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV and synchronized to the website dynamically
- Product upsells, accessories, and recommendations can be selected to associate any web-based item or category with other web-based items

ADVANCED SEARCH FUNCTIONALITY
- Makes it possible to set up ranking conditions within Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV and affect the search results presented to the user of the website
- Search results can be presented by popularity and category

PARAMETRIC SEARCH
- Finding products is easy with parameter searching

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PRODUCTS AND VARIANTS
- Supports matrices and grids for presenting products with different dimensions (size, colour, style, etc.)

NAV-TO-NET WEB SERVICES
- Connect to Nav-to-Net™ objects remotely
- Build external interfaces including kiosks, mobile apps, third party sites, value added networks, etc.

ITEM INFORMATION PAGES
- Items are maintained in real time based on data from Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Items include product images, detailed text descriptions, specifications, and supporting data files
- Item pages will display individual customer pricing according to the data in Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Inventory status levels are based upon location
- Website keeps track of recently viewed items
- Items can be offered in multiple units of measure

ITEM VARIANTS AND ITEM MASTERS
- Items can be offered in different variations, such as colour or size
- Nav-to-Net™ supports the standard variants functionality from Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV including the calculation of the item price and availability
- Master Items allow administrators to replicate variant behaviour using collections of non-variant items

CUSTOM PRODUCT LISTS
- Customers can view a filtered list of products that have their negotiated prices associated with them

MULTIPLE FAVOURITES LISTS
- Personal or company-wide wish lists for customers enable the site’s users to create multiple favourite lists that suit their interests

SHOPPING CART
- A classic shopping cart is used to maintain a list of all the products selected by the customer
- Customers can easily change or remove items directly from their shopping cart
- Customers can review, save, and retrieve the contents of their shopping cart at all times

ORDER MANAGEMENT
- Administrators can define how orders are processed, using matching, automatic processing, manual processing, etc.
- Administrators can resend any missing orders from an emergency table on the website
- Ability to retrieve accidentally deleted web orders directly from within Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
**CHECKOUT PORTAL**
- Summarized shopping cart information for customer
- New customers can create new customer accounts and add shipping information
- Special web offers can be made through the coupon management tool
- Customer can select from a list of shopping methods
- Customizable credit card handling with embedded support for PayPal and Chargelogic
- TAX/VAT calculation is applied to the total and the complete order is presented before final submission
- Order is automatically transferred to Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV

**INCOMING ORDERS HOLDING TABLE**
- Nav-to-Net™ uses a web data holding table in Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV where all web orders arrive
- Administrators can configure Nav-to-Net™ to automatically post orders to the Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV sales order tables
- Administrators may review the content and status of orders in the holding table before they affect financial data
- Unique order validations can be applied to web orders in the holding table

**CUSTOMER ACCOUNT PORTAL**
- Customers can create and edit their own profile information, including customer contact and notification options
- Customers can review their history of all previously placed orders rendered in real time from Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Customer can get access to other information provided from Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV

**SEO OPTIMIZATION**
- URL rewriting for search engine optimization, managed within Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Meta tag description, title, keyword, and Alt image tag management are all managed within Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV

**GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTEGRATION**
- Use integrated web analytics to monitor site activity

**MULTIPLE WEBSITE SUPPORT**
- Website management in Nav-to-Net™ allows for multiple websites to be set up and managed all within the same Nav-to-Net™ installation
- Websites can be configured for either B2B or B2C
- Multiple URL’s can be assigned to a Nav-to-Net™ installation and set up for individual style sheets and languages
- Each website can have their own custom catalogs

**MULTI-LANGUAGE / MULTI-CURRENCY**
- Information can be available in different languages
- Multi-lingual content is managed from within Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV
- Multiple currency pricing supported based on Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV currency set up

**APPROVERS**
- For B2B customers, approval functionality allows you to define specific order types to be approved before they are entered into the sales order table
- Approver will receive e-mail link to the order approval page where it can be approved or denied
- Approver list can be managed online by the customer

**SALES AGENT EXTRANET FEATURES**
- Sales agents can log on and order for their existing customers or create new customers online and place orders on their behalf
- Sales agents can review sales order history for any customer as well as numerous preconfigured reports including A/R report by customer, top sales, and commissions

**CONTACT INTEGRATION**
- Contact integration with Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV Relationship Management

**SALES REP UPSELLS FROM NAV**
- Sales representatives can select products in NAV to show customers upon log-in

**SHOPPING CART UPSELLS**
- Dynamically displays upsell items based on items already in the shopping cart

**PRODUCT COMPARE**
- Dynamically compare products side-by-side

**RETURN MERCHANDISE AUTHORIZATION (RMA)**
- Allows user to request RMA for shipped items

**PRICE/AVAILABILITY ALERTS**
- Users can request notification if price/availability of item changes
- Alert requests can be collected and transferred to NAV

**STORE LOCATOR**
- Users can find stores, dealers, and warehouses online
GIFT/PRODUCT REGISTRY
- Create and extensively manage it on the website

VENDOR PORTAL
- Post RFP’s online and invite vendors to bid/respond
- Invite vendors to provide shipment notifications

ONLINE DEALER QUOTES
- Dealers can create specific quotes like discounts

MOBILE AND TABLET APP READY
- Nav-to-Net web services engineered for mobile apps

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGIES AND MODULES:
SERVER ENVIRONMENT:
- Microsoft Windows Server
- Microsoft .NET Framework
- Microsoft Message Queue
- Microsoft Internet Information Server
- Microsoft SQL Server
- Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV Database Server/SQL Option
- Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV Application Server
- Microsoft Dynamics™ Nav-to-Net granules/functionality
- Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV Web Services (optional)

CLIENT ENVIRONMENT:
- Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV Classic Client / NAV Role Tailored Client

DEVELOPER REQUIREMENTS

RECOMMENDED SOFTWARE:
- Software:
  - Visual Studio 2012

RECOMMENDED TRAINING QUALIFICATION:
- User Interface Track:
  - MCTS: .NET Framework 4, ASP.NET Applications (or equivalent) Nav-to-Net, UI Development Course
- Implementer Track:
  - MCTS: SQL Server 2012, Implementation and Maintenance (or equivalent) Nav-to-Net, Implementation and Troubleshooting Course
- Business Logic Layer Track:
  - MCTS: .NET Framework 4, ASP.NET Applications with Programming in VB.NET (or equivalent), Solution Development for Dynamics NAV
  - Nav-to-Net, Business Logic Development Course

Digital Vantage Point Inc. is the global leader in delivering cost-effective, integrated e-Commerce products and services to Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV customers and partners for more than a decade. They provide a superior and comprehensive solution to B2C, B2B, and B2E organizations. Today, an extensive international customer base leverages Digital Vantage Point’s accumulated experience and best practices, using Nav-to-Net™ to take their business online and enhance their ROI. Digital Vantage Point is certified for Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV and a proud Microsoft Gold Certified Partner in Enterprise Resource Planning.